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An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 2016-04-20

a college level introductory text that presents the broad diversity of cultural anthropology in very readable terminology

Cultural Anthropology 2nd Edition 2017-10-20

this well organized text continues to present the social cultural anthropological concepts and theories which have influenced the mankind in the past particularly in the twentieth century

between the years 1965 and 2000 the new edition is incorporated with two new sections one defining the major concepts of sociology defining society community association and so on

and the other an appendix on tribal movement in india the book further provides an anthropological analysis of cultural institutions relating to society economy polity folklore and art the

description of the relation between language and culture and a separate chapter on cultural change make this text unique examples are taken from all across the world to describe socio

economic political and religious institutions and give a panoramic view of the diverse cultures this book is intended to serve as a text for undergraduate students of anthropology and

postgraduate students of anthropology and sociology in addition it would also be beneficial for the students preparing for various competitive examinations key features provides

theoretical orientations in cultural anthropology contains annotated references at the end of each chapter gives an insight into the contributions of well known anthropologists illustrates

concepts through diagrams and charts thus enhancing the value of the text

ESSENTIALS OF CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 2012-09-19

alert before you purchase check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct isbn several versions of pearson s mylab mastering products exist

for each title including customized versions for individual schools and registrations are not transferable in addition you may need a courseid provided by your instructor to register for and

use pearson s mylab mastering products packages access codes for pearson s mylab mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than

pearson check with the seller before completing your purchase used or rental books if you rent or purchase a used book with an access code the access code may have been redeemed

previously and you may have to purchase a new access code access codes access codes that are purchased from sellers other than pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong

isbn or a previously redeemed code check with the seller prior to purchase successfully integrating attention to globalization gender class race and ethnicity and the environment this text

engages students with compelling ethnographic examples and by demonstrating the relevance of anthropology faculty and students praise the book s proven ability to generate class

discussion increase faculty student engagement and enhance student learning this book based on miller s full length cultural anthropology text will generate class discussion increase

faculty student engagement and enhance student learning material throughout the book highlights the relevance of anthropology to students and how they can apply in their careers by

entwining attention to key theories for understanding culture with an emphasis on relevance of anthropological knowledge and skills this text is the perfect choice for introductory cultural
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anthropology courses note myanthrolab does not come automatically packaged with this text to purchase myanthrolab please visit myanthrolab com or you can purchase a valuepack of

the text myanthrolab 9780205249671

Cultural Anthropology in a Globalizing World Plus New Myanthrolab with Etext -- Access Card Package 2012-06

the handbook of methods in cultural anthropology now in its second edition maintains a strong benchmark for understanding the scope of contemporary anthropological field methods

avoiding divisive debates over science and humanism the contributors draw upon both traditions to explore fieldwork in practice the second edition also reflects major developments of the

past decade including the rising prominence of mixed methods the emergence of new technologies and evolving views on ethnographic writing spanning the chain of research from

designing a project through methods of data collection and interpretive analysis the handbook features new chapters on ethnography of online communities social survey research and

network and geospatial analysis considered discussion of ethics epistemology and the presentation of research results to diverse audiences round out the volume the result is an essential

guide for all scholars professionals and advanced students who employ fieldwork

Handbook of Methods in Cultural Anthropology 2014-07-08

successfully integrating attention to culture change gender class race ethnicity and the environment barbara miller s cultural anthropology engages students with compelling ethnographic

examples and demonstrates the relevance of anthropology in today s world faculty and students praise the book s proven ability to generate class discussion increase faculty student

engagement and enhance student learning through clear writing a balanced theoretical approach and engaging examples barbara miller stresses the importance of social inequality and

human rights the environment culture change and applied aspects of anthropology rich examples of gender ethnicity race class and age thread through the topical coverage of economic

systems the life cycle health kinship social organization politics language religion and expressive culture in addition the last two chapters address how migration is changing world cultures

and how the importance of local cultural values and needs are shaping international development policies and programs

Cultural Anthropology 2011

this new edition of the encyclopedia of social and cultural anthropology provides a unique guide to the ideas arguments and history of the discipline combining anthropological theory and

ethnography it includes 275 substantial entries over 300 short biographies of important figures in anthropology and nearly 600 glossary items the new entries reflect major changes in

anthropology in the past decade subdisciplines like medical anthropology have become more central to mainstream work in the discipline recent work includes issues of gender and

sexuality and anthropology s new ethnographic engagement with the central institutions of modernity like finance and science anthropology is now an unequivocally global discipline so
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the second edition explores other traditions of anthropological work japanese anthropology latin american anthropology as well as the process of globalization itself authoritative entires

have been commissioned from among the world s leading anthropologists alphabetically organized the main entries contain clear concise and provocative explanations of key

anthropological theories and ideas as well as surveys of the most important ethnographic regions and regional traditions of ethnographic research each major entry contains cross

references and a list of further reading

The Routledge Encyclopedia of Social and Cultural Anthropology 2010-01

an introductory text to a college level cultural anthropology course developed at eastern florida state college palm bay florida covers a wide variety of areas falling under the heading of

cultural anthropology and presents material in an easy to read colloquial style authored by a retired applied anthropologist the last several chapters are dedicated to applying this material

in a non academic setting dealing with issues such as outsourcing globalization sustainability and cross cultural conflict resolution

An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 2013-06

this exciting new text teases out the common core of the cultural anthropological way of thinking makes it explicit in a set of eleven questions and uses those questions to enhance

learning each question receives treatment in a brief chapter accompanied by several exercises and classroom demonstrations the textbook is intended to be accompanied by and applied

to a reader a few ethnographies or a monograph with topical focus such as language globalization technology art or gender the eleven questions that organize the text can be applied

singly and cumulatively to address the cultures presented in the ethnographies or case studies chosen by each instructor a comprehensive guide written by john omohundro assists

instructors who adopt this novel approach and suggests numerous examples of ethnographies and readers that would be effective companions for the text

Thinking Like an Anthropologist: A Practical Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 2007-01-08

this is a comprehensive textbook on anthro pology it covers the following papers taught to m a sociology and m a anthropology at indian universities i physical anthropology ii cultural

anthropology iii social anthropology iv general anthropology v anthropology and indian tribes and vi comparative sociology this book also covers courses prescribed in anthropology for p c

s and i as exami nations the material for this book has been collected from authentic sources works of eminent anthropologists reports of re searches on indian tribes and government

data published in various books reports and journals at the end of the book objective questions bank has been given particularly for those readers who are appearing at p c s or i a s

examination selected bibliography has been divided into two classes while the first includes books on general anthropology the second is a comprehensive list of books published on tribal

studies in india this will be particularly useful for researchers working in the field of tribal studies
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Anthropology 1997

the second edition of ken guest s cultural anthropology a toolkit for a global age covers the concepts that drive cultural anthropology by showing that now more than ever global forces

affect local culture and the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to living in a globalizing world

Cultural Anthropology A Toolkit for a Global Age 2016-10-11

a revised and updated edition of this unique best selling guide to social and cultural anthropology

Small Places, Large Issues - Second Edition 2001-04-20

this introduction to cultural anthropology text uses a global approach to examine basic anthropological concepts within a regional context providing an analysis of contemporary issues

throughout this text utilizes a political ecology perspective which combines cultural ecology with its emphasis on adaptation and political economy which focuses on the links between

productive activity trade and distribution of power this text presents anthropology as a discipline that is indispensable in understanding the dynamics of contemporary intercultural

interactions and ethnic conflict the global approach directs attention both to western and non western traditional and complex societies where archeological historical and contemporary

data is used to show how cultures adapt and interact over time and within our contemporary global community the book explores the effects of colonialism trade and capitalism on the

local indigenous cultures of each region but also shows how contemporary indigenous and minority groups are taking action in both constructive and destructive ways while all the

traditional anthropological topics are covered this book also provides an overview of key events in the prehistory and history of western civilization including a chapter on the rise of

capitalism and a chapter on american culture it also explores in the relevant regional chapters the contemporary transitions from economies based on central planning and state

ownership of industries to more capitalistic economies the struggles to institute democratic reforms and the efforts to establish national identities and boundaries in multi ethnic regions

formerly united by repressive political systems

Cultural Anthropology 1998

readers of the anthropology of globalization cultural anthropology enters the 21st century will gain a thorough understanding of the world in which we live what it looks like from multiple

perspectives how human society has reached its current state and who benefits from and is hurt by modern globalization this single volume work encompasses multiple processes and

populations and offers anthropological perspectives that illuminate how our modern world functions suitable for students scholars and general readers alike the book provides an analytic
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overview of the historical underpinnings of globalization before it identifies the theoretical currents and ethnographic studies that have led to contemporary approaches to globalization

within anthropology this revised edition provides recent examples of how the global to local nexus unfolds all over the world and updates established theory and case studies in a our

increasingly global yet also guarded post 9 11 world the book also includes two new chapters on pressing topics exacerbated by globalization international tourism and international crime

including drug and human trafficking

The Anthropology of Globalization 2018-03-31

this concise introduction to social and cultural anthropology has become a modern classic revealing the rich global variation in social life and culture the text provides a clear overview of

anthropology focusing on central topics such as kinship ethnicity ritual and political systems offering a wealth of examples that demonstrate the enormous scope of anthropology and the

importance of a comparative perspective unlike other texts on the subject small places large issues incorporates the anthropology of complex modern societies using reviews of key

monographs to illustrate his argument eriksen s lucid and accessible text remains an established introductory text in anthropology this new edition is updated throughout and increases the

emphasis on the interdependence of human worlds there is a new discussion of the new influence cultural studies and natural science on anthropology effortless bridging the perceived

gap between classic and contemporary anthropology small places large issues is as essential to anthropology undergraduates as ever

Small Places, Large Issues 2010-06-15

a new edition of the classic anthropology textbook which shows how anthropology is a revolutionary way of thinking about the human world

What is Anthropology? 2017

the most up to date and accessible text on the subject applied anthropology provides the skills perspectives and methodologies needed when working in today s communities and

organizations an invaluable resource this practical book answers the question what can i do with a degree in anthropology in addition to a focus on method this book provides a solid

foundation in the history activities and ethical concerns of applied anthropology the book stresses decision making and the need to understand policy through anthropological analysis

because an anthropologist must communicate effectively with the general non anthropological public the text employs an accessible jargon free writing style more than twenty case studies

plus many real world examples of anthropological practice reinforce the usefulness of anthropology in the real world new material includes a summary of elizabeth guillette s research a

case study summarizing the work of kendall thu on intensive livestock operations an analysis of rapid assessment procedures and a summarization of the work and ideas of robert

chambers
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Applied Anthropology 2005

a brief empirical introduction to cultural anthropology human culture presents the highlights of the popular cultural anthropology 13th edition by the same author team it provides students

with an empirical introduction to cultural anthropology and helps them understand humans in all their variety and why such variety exists this new 2nd edition places an increased

emphasis on immigration migration and globalization additionally the size of the book 13 chapters makes it useful for quarter courses as well as for courses that encourage a lot of

supplemental reading teaching and learning experience personalize learning myanthrolab delivers proven results in helping students succeed provides engaging experiences that

personalize learning and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their goals improve critical thinking

throughout each chapter in human culture there are a number of critical thinking questions to encourage students to examine their assumptions discern hidden values evaluate evidence

assess their conclusions and more engage students along with a detailed summary each chapter ends with a listing of new terms that have been introduced helping students to engage in

major concepts and findings support instructors teaching your course just got easier you can create a customized text or use our instructor s manual electronic mytest test bank or

powerpoint presentation slides additionally the size of the book 13 chapters makes it useful for quarter courses as well as for courses that encourage a lot of supplemental reading note

myanthrolab does not come automatically packaged with this text to purchase myanthrolab please visit myanthrolab com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text myanthrolab

9780205253029

Human Culture, Books a la Carte Plus New Myanthrolab with Etext -- Access Card Package -- Access Card Package

2012-06

social and cultural anthropology and archaeology are rich subjects with deep connections in the social and physical sciences over the past 150 years the subject matter and different

theoretical perspectives have expanded so greatly that no single individual can command all of it consequently both advanced students and professionals may be confronted with

theoretical positions and names of theorists with whom they are only partially familiar if they have heard of them at all students in particular are likely to turn to the web to find quick

background information on theorists and theories however most web based information is inaccurate and or lacks depth students and professionals need a source to provide a quick

overview of a particular theory and theorist with just the basics the who what where how and why if you will in response sage reference plans to publish the two volume theory in social

and cultural anthropology an encyclopedia features benefits two volumes containing approximately 335 signed entries provide users with the most authoritative and thorough reference

resource available on anthropology theory both in terms of breadth and depth of coverage to ease navigation between and among related entries a reader s guide groups entries

thematically and each entry is followed by cross references in the electronic version the reader s guide combines with the cross references and a detailed index to provide robust search

and browse capabilities an appendix with a chronology of anthropology theory allows students to easily chart directions and trends in thought and theory from early times to the present
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suggestions for further reading at the end of each entry and a master bibliography at the end guide readers to sources for more detailed research and discussion

Theory in Social and Cultural Anthropology 2013-08-28

other cultures provides a lucid introduction to the relatively new field of social anthropology the author devotes the first part of the book to a consideration of what social anthropology is

and seeks to do what areas it covers and the methods of investigation employed by social anthropologists the second part discusses the major categories of research through which

social anthropologies have advanced our knowledge of other cultures these include marriage kinship political organization law economic and property relations magic religion and social

change the final chapter surveys some of the contributions social anthropology has made to the understanding of other cultures a short reading list follows each chapter other cultures will

be valuable as a text or as supplementary reading for introductory courses in anthropology especially social and cultural anthropology

The Making of Psychological Anthropology II 1994

individual essays address issues raised by the science politics and history of race evolution and identity genetically modified organisms and genetic diseases gene work and ethics and

the boundary between humans and animals the result is an entree to the complicated nexus of questions prompted by the power and importance of genetics and genetic thinking and the

dynamic connections linking culture biology nature and technoscience the volume offers critical perspectives on science and culture with contributions that span disciplinary divisions and

arguments grounded in both biological perspectives and cultural analysis

Other Cultures 1964

organized around anthropological questions this contemporary text demonstrates how anthropological thinking can be used as a tool for deciphering everyday experiences designed to

stimulate students anthropological imaginations this concise foundation of cultural anthropology can beenriched by the use of ethnographies a reader articles field based activities and

more

Genetic Nature/Culture 2003-11-06

this concise introduction to social and cultural anthropology has become a modern classic introducing countless students to the field and the tools it offers for exploring some of the most

complicated questions of human life and interaction this fourth edition is fully updated incorporating recent debates and controversies in the field ranging from globalization and migration

research to problems of cultural translation and the challenges of interdisciplinarity effortlessly bridging the gap between classic and contemporary anthropology small places large issues
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remains an essential text for undergraduates embarking on the study of this field

Asking Questions about Cultural Anthropology 2018-08-31

provides coverage currency and connections of the four fields and core concepts through out the text to provide students with the most integrated and contemporary understanding of

anthropology available overview of the four fields of cultural biological physical anthropology and archaeology anyone who wishes to gain a better understanding of the interconnection

between the four fields of anthropology and access the latest research available in each field

Small Places, Large Issues 2015

what is the role of culture in human experience this concise yet solid introduction to cultural anthropology helps readers explore and understand this crucial issue from a christian

perspective now revised and updated throughout this new edition of a successful textbook covers standard cultural anthropology topics with special attention given to cultural relativism

evolution and missions it also includes a new chapter on medical anthropology plentiful figures photos and sidebars are sprinkled throughout the text and updated ancillary support

materials and teaching aids are available through baker academic s textbook esources

Anthropology 2006

this second edition of the widely praised anthropology in theory issues in epistemology features a variety of updates revisions and new readings in its comprehensive presentation of

issues in the history of anthropological theory and epistemology over the past century provides a comprehensive selection of 60 readings and an insightful overview of the evolution of

anthropological theory revised and updated to reflect an on going strength and diversity of the discipline in recent years with new readings pointing to innovative directions in the

development of anthropological research identifies crucial concepts that reflect the practice of engaging with theory particular ways of thinking analyzing and reflecting that are unique to

anthropology includes excerpts of seminal anthropological works key classic and contemporary debates in the discipline and cutting edge new theorizing reveals broader debates in the

social sciences including the relationship between society and culture language and cultural meanings structure and agency identities and technologies subjectivities and trans locality and

meta theory ontology and epistemology
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Introducing Cultural Anthropology 2019-06-18

from the book s signature toolkit approach to the new chapter on the environment and sustainability to the accompanying videos and interactive learning tools all aspects of ken guest s

cultural anthropology work together to inspire students to use the tools of anthropology to see the world in a new way and to come to class prepared to have richer more meaningful

discussions about the big issues of our time are there more than two genders how do white people experience race what defines a family is there such a thing as a natural disaster what

causes some people to be wealthy while others live in poverty

Anthropology in Theory 2014-01-28

cultural anthropology contemporary public and critical readings helps students think anthropologically by introducing core concepts through engaging case studies the majority of

selections are contemporary pieces from public critical and applied anthropology these timely readings will generate discussion among students regarding the value of an anthropological

perspective in the modern world while the selections represent a range of geographic and cultural areas the book includes a high number of u s based fieldwork examples so that

students are inspired to think anthropologically in their own backyards several case studies offer examples of anthropology in action and special features throughout the text profile

anthropological application through news stories in the news and interviews anthropology in practice

Cultural Anthropology 2019-12

digital anthropology 2nd edition explores how human and digital can be defined in relation to one another within issues as diverse as social media use virtual worlds hacking quantified

self blockchain digital environmentalism and digital representation the book challenges the moral universal of the digital age by exploring emergent anxieties about the global spread of

new technological forms the cultural qualities of digital experience critically examining the intersection of the digital to new concepts and practices across a wide range of fields from

design to politics in this fully revised edition digital anthropology reveals how the intense scrutiny of ethnography can overturn assumptions about the impact of digital culture and reveal its

profound consequences for everyday life around the world combining the clarity of case studies with an engaging style that conveys a passion for new frontiers of enquiry within

anthropological study this will be essential reading for students and scholars interested in theory of anthropology media and information studies communication studies and sociology with

a brand new introduction from editors haidy geismar and hannah knox as well as an abridged version of the original introduction by heather horst and daniel miller in conjunction with new

chapters on hacking and digitizing environments amongst others and fully revised chapters throughout this will bring the field defining overview of digital anthropology fully up to date
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Cultural Anthropology 2019

the only brief cultural anthropology text specifically designed to prepare students to read ethnographies more effectively and with greater understanding this is a concise introduction to the

basic ideas and practices of contemporary cultural anthropology

Digital Anthropology 2021

a collection of chapters on the essential topics in cultural anthropology different from other introductory textbooks this book is an edited volume with each chapter written by a different

author each author has written from their experiences working as an anthropologist and that personal touch makes for an accessible introduction to cultural anthropology

Core Concepts in Cultural Anthropology 2019-03-14

社会人類学の系譜を代表的理論を軸に解説

Perspectives 2018-12-05

from the book s signature toolkit approach to the new chapter on the environment and sustainability to the accompanying videos and interactive learning tools all aspects of ken guest s

essentials of cultural anthropology work together to inspire students to use the tools of anthropology to see the world in a new way and to come to class prepared to have richer more

meaningful discussions about the big issues of our time are there more than two genders how do white people experience race what defines a family is there such a thing as a natural

disaster what causes some people to be wealthy while others live in poverty

人類学の歴史と理論 2005-02

the most successful new textbook in a generation ken guest s text shows students that now more than ever global forces affect local culture students learn that the tools of cultural

anthropology are relevant to their life in our globalized world the new inquizitive course helps students focus their reading master the basics and come to class prepared
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Essentials of Cultural Anthropology 2019-12

central to this original study first published in 1974 is that political man is also symbolist man that man is two dimensional the book explores the possibilities of the systematic study of the

dialectical interdependence between power relationships and symbolic action in modern complex society the discussion focuses on the processes by which interest groups that cannot

organise themselves formally manipulate different types of symbolic formations to articulate a number of basic organisational functions distinctiveness communication decision making

authority ideology and socialisation the analysis is worked out in terms of specific case studies of different types of groupings or invisible organisations ethnic elitist religious ritually secret

cousinhood which go through processes of cultural metamorphosis shifting from one symbolic strategy to another in response to changes in their circumstances in conclusion the

discussion is brought to bear on the study of stratification in large scale industrial society generally

Essentials of Cultural Anthropology: A Toolkit for a Global Age 2017-11-26

the volume presents a collection of texts describing research into the sektion rassen und volsktumsforschung of the institut für deutsche ostarbeit ido a nazi led institution established in

occupied poland during world war ii the research was carried out by anthropologists together with historians sociologists and physical anthropologists

Two-Dimensional Man 2015-07-03

this textbook is a collection of chapters on the essential topics in cultural anthropology different from other introductory textbooks this book is an edited volume with each chapter written

by a different author each author has written from their experiences working as an anthropologist and that personal touch makes for an accessible introduction to cultural anthropology bc

campus website

Through the Lens of Anthropology 2016-01-01

21st century anthropology a reference handbook highlights the most important topics issues questions and debates any student obtaining a degree in the field of anthropology ought to

have mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century this two volume set provides undergraduate majors with an authoritative reference source that serves their research needs with more

detailed information than encyclopedia entries but in a clear accessible style devoid of jargon unnecessary detail or density key features emphasizes key curricular topics making it useful

for students researching for term papers preparing for gres or considering topics for a senior thesis graduate degree or career comprehensive providing full coverage of key subthemes

and subfields within the discipline such as applied anthropology archaeology and paleontology sociocultural anthropology evolution linguistics physical and biological anthropology primate
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studies and more offers uniform chapter structure so students can easily locate key information within these sections introduction theory methods applications comparison future directions

summary bibliography suggestions for further reading and cross references available in print or electronically at sage reference online providing students with convenient easy access to

its contents

Anthropology and Ethnology During World War II 2019-10-31

Perspectives 2018-04-13

21st Century Anthropology: A Reference Handbook 2010-06-10
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